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Abstract—Speaking skill pedagogy has always remained a huge enigma for 
English as a Second Language (ESL) educators. Despite the challenges, the need 
to master the skills prevail in academia. The undergraduates especially those 
from the technical division seem to grapple with the ability to perform well in 
their studies and market their products upon employment due to the  inability 
to communicate well in English. Nowadays, there are numerous platforms 
availableforESLlearnerstoimprovetheirspeakingproficiency.Thus,thispaper
intended to study the effectiveness of using Skype as an online platform to help 
studentsenhancetheirconfidenceinspeakinginEnglish.100reflectivejournals
offirstyearundergraduateswhoenrolledinanEnglishcoursewerecollected.
Meanwhile, 10 undergraduates were randomly selected to participate in the 
semi-structuredinterview.Alltheparticipants’reflectionsandviewswereana-
lyzed and thematized using Transana software. Four main themes emerged: 
account possession; familiarity; challenges; and features. It was found that 
many participants were aware of Skype but did not have the account prior to the 
study. Majority of the participants admitted that Skype activities helped them 
to  converse better which enhanced their motivation to speak in English more 
confidentlyandfluently.

Keywords—Skype, speaking skills, online platforms, perceptions, Malaysian 
undergraduates 

1 Introduction 

The applications of online teaching and learning tools are increasingly becoming 
the focus of attention nowadays in all walks of life [1], [2]. Besides, the evolution 
of Web 2.0 technology has accommodated the progress of social media as a mean 
of  communication which has paved platforms for various types of interaction [3]. 
Thus, numerous social media applications such as laptops, mobile phones and other 
social media applications have gained attention as tools used to engage in interaction 
 especially in the world of academia including language learning entity. Language 
 learning is an  interactive activity that can be performed effectively using numerous 
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internet based tools which are currently available [4], [5]. Online learning provides 
enormous opportunities for learners’ language skills development [6] where there have 
been a proliferation of research conducted to investigate the effects of employing social 
mediatosupportlanguagelearnerstoenhancetheirlanguageskillsandproficiency.

One of the online platforms used in communication is the Skype technology [7]. 
This software helps in creating wider scope for the users including students to learn 
English languageas theyareable tofindbetterandwidercoverages throughonline
interaction. There are enough empirical evidences about the technological use of Skype 
for learning and its importance for students [8]. However, this important social inter-
action tool has not been effectively used by language teachers for promoting  language 
skills of students. There is an intense need to explore the maximized impact of Skype 
technology on students’ English language learning skills development. English 
 language teaching using online Skype approach may allow English language teachers 
and students all over the world to connect in new ways. It has the potential to open 
 opportunities for English teachers who want to improve students’ language learning 
skills. But  successful online teaching and learning is not an easy task. It has many pit-
falls and requires effective approach to be accomplished effectively [9]. This study aims 
to evaluate the use and impact of Skype approach on Malaysian university  students’ 
especially in learning speaking skills in English. 

2 Literature review 

Technologyisincreasinglyusedinallfieldsoflifeincludingteachingandlearning.
Studies have highlighted that instructions conducted online have better impact on stu-
dents’ learning, especially in language development [10]; [11]. Research has further 
revealed that students who are engaged in an online English language learning show 
better results than those who are taught in traditional classroom language learning [12]. 
Nowadays, it is common for undergraduates to online facilities in studies as the univer-
sities provide free access to internet and thus, they are very familiar with many online 
learning sources including Twitter, WhatsApp and Instagram. Apparently, educators 
and students are becoming more and more familiar with online platforms in partici-
pating in teaching and learning activities via various online platforms such as Google 
Meet, Author and Skype. Research has shown that language students using technology 
and social media sources possess more advantages in terms of the four language skills 
(listening, reading, writing, and speaking) in English [13]. Apparently, students with 
access to online learning possess wider command of vocabulary and deeper conceptual 
understanding of English language including grammar rules due to the continuous prac-
tice of using online approach. 

Among language learning skills, speaking is an active skill for which the speaker 
needs direct and immediate interaction with others during communication process. This 
skill can be effectively polished through online approach [14]. Speaking refers to com-
munication between and among different people whether it is performed face to face 
or using other sources such as mobile phone, WhatsApp, Facebook, and Skype [15]. 
However, many English language learners attempt to enhance their speaking skills but 
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in a traditional learning environment where they do not have opportunities for better 
 interactions to practice compared to online learning environment. Some teachers in 
Vietnam have introduced online oral diaries using online platforms including Skype 
as an essential element of second language learning that allowed the teachers and 
students to have more personal use of the language in a professional manner [16]. 
Skype is an online tool of social media which can be used by English teachers for 
improvinglanguageproficiencyofstudentsbothinaudioandvideoforms.Aresearch
study revealed that in the last decade around 124 million people used Skype by placing 
95 million calls including 40% video calls [17]. Therefore, online learning is practised 
more profoundly to pave paths for learners to communicate more.

2.1 The practice of Skype in language learning 

In the current technologically developed and globalized world, Skype is useful for 
making classroom interactions meaningful and knowing about the world [18]. Skype is 
an online social media tool which is used mostly for audio video calls. It is an import-
anttoolwhichbringsmanybenefits,mainly,forteachersandstudentsofEnglishasa
second language (ESL) or English as a foreign language (EFL). Skype call is free of 
charge and service-based that can be incorporated into classroom instructional plan 
and also used for exchanging cross cultural experiences. Besides, utilizing this plat-
form to polish speaking practices with friends and course mates, Skype is also widely 
usedasplatformsforconferencespresentationswhereinformativefileandscreenshar-
ing can be done with other English language learners while making calls. In addition,  
it becomes a useful tool that provides an instance messaging option for English lan-
guage students who prefer writing to speaking [18]. 

Teaching via Skype may help English language teachers in connecting to wider 
communities [19]. As an important source of online learning, Skype can be used by 
young university students to share important information and idea with colleagues, 
teachers and media who are not available face to face. It enables English language 
teachers to create a student friendly atmosphere to discuss various types of topics in 
a more authentic manner, prepare more interesting lessons using audio and video to 
convey information and carry out discussions [20]. It is one of the social media tools 
which can be used for recording calls and listening or watching video records for 
moreclarificationstounderstandmorecomplexlanguagecontentwhichisclearduring
classroom interaction. Research has indicated that connecting through Skype opens 
new ways of learning for students to wider media and audiences [21]. As a technology 
tool Skype has test call features as it helps teachers in measuring voice clarity, noises 
in the backgrounds and other important elements of the digital classroom experiences. 
The current year has ushered in a digital innovation period where tools like Skype can 
be very useful but it may have some limitations like poor internet connectivity, poor 
speed for teachers and students of English language learning classroom [22]; [23]. 
However, despite this limitation, Skype is a useful technological tool that can facilitate 
language teachers and students in numerous ways to learn English language skills 
more meaningfully. 
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2.2 Theoretical background of Skype in language learning 

The use of social media platform can be employed in teaching and learning via 
 computers, laptops and mobile phone. Computer-assisted language learning (CALL) has 
been a practice since the 20th century and mobile-assisted language learning (MALL) 
has gained popularity in the 21st century. The mobile learning (mLearning) has many 
common aspects as featured in CALL [24]. Researchers claim that MALL has helped 
students to improve their language skills including speaking skills effectively [25].  
In addition, this is the best time to incorporate MALL as it offers great opportunities to 
thelanguageteachersandlearnerstoensurelearningtakesplacesufficiently.Thecurrent
generation including the university students is found to possess mobile phones more pro-
foundly. Thus, language learning can be materialized where students can access English 
learning materials and resources by using their mobile devices, such like smart phones 
and iPhone regardless of time and location limit [26]. In addition, real-life  communication 
should also be integrated in communicative language teaching (CLT) classrooms [27]. 
This includes the audio-visual tools including videos, discussions and images that are 
utilized in the classrooms to enhance the language learning outcome [28] to provide 
more authentic feel of the classroom to enhance students’ motivation to learn [29]. Thus, 
the practice of online platform using Skype in ESL classrooms may provide room for 
learners including university students to perform speaking skills more rigorously.

3 Methodology/materials

This qualitative research involved 100 selected undergraduates from a technical uni-
versity in Malaysia. The participants consisted of undergraduates who were in their 
degree programs and enrolled in English courses at the university. The participants 
were introduced to various types of online platforms during the lessons and asked 
toprepare a reflective journal to state their perceptionsofusingSkypeactivities as
an online platform to conduct presentations and practice speaking skills. They were 
toldtowritereflectionsbasedontheirindividualexperienceswithouttheinfluenceof
anyother parties.Their reflectionswere collected immediately after the completion
of the online speaking class as to ensure participants could remember the details of 
the sessions clearly. Next, ten participants were randomly selected to participate in 
a semi-structured interview session to provide their perceptions of using Skype as a 
platform to learn speaking skills. Thematic analysis was conducted to determine the 
students’ perceptions of the effectiveness of using Skype platform during the speaking 
lessons in English. The emerged themes were validated by three experts of the same 
field(teachingandlearning).Basedonthethemesidentified,furtheractionscouldbe
taken to enhance speaking skills of university students using related online platforms. 

4 Results and findings

Thematic analysis was conducted on the data collected which included the students’ 
reflectionsandinterviewtranscription.Sincetherewasnofacetofaceinteractiondue
totheCovid-19pandemiclockdown,allthereflectionspreparedbystudentswereasked
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to email to the researchers for analysis. The interviews were conducted via telephone 
callsandonlinemeetings.100writtenreflectionand10interviewtranscriptionswere
analyzed and coded. Based on the analysis four (4) themes emerged: account posses-
sion; familiarity; features; and challenges. 

4.1 Account possession

Basedonthefindings,onlyabout38%(38outof100)oftheparticipantspossessed
Skype account prior to the class session. Thus, more than half of them (62%) did 
not seem to have activated Skype account before the course. Those participants who 
did not have the Skype account earlier mentioned that they created the account as 
they were to do so by the lecturer in order to conduct the speaking activity via Skype. 
The speaking task was one the course requirement where students had to perform 
academic discussion using a selected online platform. Finally, all the students man-
aged to create, activate and participate in the online academic discussions using the 
medium of Skype.

4.2 Familiarity

Many participants shared that they have heard about Skype but have not used it 
before (62%). Some participants (10 %) mentioned that they had account and were 
using it earlier but not using it currently. Some students (28 %) had the account but only 
used it a few years ago to communicate with oversea friends or relations. Some of the 
participants’ responses are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Participants’ sample views for familiarity theme

Participants’ Responses Theme – Familiarity

– /No/
– /I know about this platform but never tried before/

Heard but never used before

– /Yes/
– /Yes, but forgotten/

Know about Skype and used before but not now

– /Yes, but rarely/
– / Yes, sometimes, to contact friends and relations 

from oversea/

Know about Skype and use occasionally

4.3 Features

Many students were found to like using this platform. The reasons included the set-
ting of the platform such as the feeling of being in class where their course mates were 
seated next to them, has better features, interesting, having creative patterns and lively 
backgroundfilter.Someparticipantssharedthattheycoulddiscussfreelywithoutfeel-
ing shy as it is not really a face to face activity but provides the environment of being in 
class. They shared that it was a good opportunity to practice more speaking situations 
for them. Table 2 shows some of the participants’ views.
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Table 2. Participants’ sample views for features theme

Participants’ Responses Theme – Features

– /has many interesting features/
– /many new settings; more colourful/
– /funandcantryfiltersaswell/

Interesting features

–  /good approach because faces are seen on one page. It is not like just talking 
to the screen/

–  /can see the class view like everybody is sitting in a class; can discuss in a 
large group and crack jokes as well/

– /gives a feel of being in classroom physically, can share opinion easily/
– /able to discuss with friends easily without feeling shy/
– /can use this method to speak more with friends and lecturers/

Discussion of topics 
(speaking skills)

– /can learn to use within a short time/
– /fun way of learning/
– /very good, easy to use and understand/
– /can take my own time to learn and practice/

Learning pace

4.4 Challenges

Some students mentioned that there were some challenges in using Skype to com-
municate. The issues highlighted included that they were not able to get connection 
easily compared to other platforms such as Google Meet (GM), the sound system was 
not appealing and the need to download the software prior to using the platform. Some 
participants were not interested as it was not widely used in the classroom and they 
needed more time to learn the functions as the platform was new to them. Some com-
plained that using the software had caused their mobile phones’ battery to drain faster. 
Table 3 shows some of the participants’ views.

Table 3. Participants’ sample views for challenges theme

Participants’ Responses Theme – Challenges 

– /Needtodownloadsoftwarefirst/
– /consumes a lot of date usage for downloading; drains battery faster/

Software issues

–  /uncommonly used; most lecturers use other platforms such a Google Meet/
– /most of my friends use other platforms such as GM/

Not widely used in 
classrooms currently

– /lagging/
– /takes time to identify who is communicating/

Time consuming

5 Conclusion

Generally, integrating information technology and online platforms are no longer 
aprivilegebuthasbecomeanecessityinthecurrentacademia.Besides,thebenefits
of using online platforms and information technology in education system has been 
emphasized in Malaysia even before the issue of Covid-19 [30]. Thus, the perceptions 
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of students of the effectiveness of using online platforms such as Skype need to be 
taken into consideration to help the educators improvise their lessons and strategies in  
 pedagogy. Apparently, using Skype as the online platform to learn speaking skills in 
English was rather a new experience for many university students who were involved  
in this study. However, they were excited to explore it and managed to create,  activate 
and utilize the account and platform effortlessly. Since most of the classes were con-
ducted online due to the Covid-19 pandemic scenario currently, trying out new a plat-
form was not a tough matter for the students, especially applications related to using 
their mobile phones. Thus, they were mentally and physically ready to use any plat-
forms suggested by their lecturers for classrooms or any form of academic purposes. 

Generally the university students who participated in this study found the sessions 
interesting and became fascinated by the features that Skype had to offer that seemed 
to have captured their interests mainly as it provided the real classroom environment  
to them. As a matter of fact, the students also enjoyed participating in the speaking 
activities more vigorously as they felt they were communicating with their course mates 
and the lecturer for real. Thus, the students had the opportunity to participate in the dis-
cussionandquestionandanswersessionsmoremeaningfully.Thefindingsofthisstudy
werealsoinlinewiththefindingsofthestudyconductedbyYang,(2020)whofound
that assimilating social media application such as Tik Tok into language classroom has 
enhanced the learners’ motivation and interests to master skills in English where the 
learners were intrigued to master the language beyond the classroom. As a matter of 
fact,learnersmaydeveloptheirconfidencetospeakinpublicwhentheirmotivation
towards communicating in English is established. Besides improving language skills, 
studentsalsofeltmotivatedandhadmoreconfidence.Thisfindingwasalsosupported
by researches who used other online platform such as Facebook to enhance students’ 
motivationandconfidencetocommunicateinEnglish[31].Thistypeofmotivationis
important for students who are shy to speak particularly face to face with others but 
intend to improve their communication skill. These types of students may also opt for 
Skype as a platform to improve their skills in English until they develop enough ability 
tospeakinEnglishconfidently.

On the other hand, some participants particularly the first-time users, had high-
lighted some challenges or issues in using the Skype as a platform during the learning 
session. However, they still managed to log in and participate in the speaking activities 
once their technical issues were resolved. Thus, based on the four themes that emerged 
from the study (account possession, familiarity, features, and challenges), it can be 
concluded that majority of the students enjoyed the speaking lessons using Skype as 
the online platform despite the fact that many of them were not aware of the details  
the platform well and faced some familiarization issues. Students who are shy to speak 
face to face with others but intend to improve their communication skill may opt for 
Skype as a platform to improve their skills in English until they develop strength to 
speakconfidently.Therefore,moreclassesor learningsessionsshouldbeconducted
using Skype as the learning platform so that students obtain more opportunity to com-
municate with their course mates and improve their speaking abilities in English. 

On the other hand, the study had a limitation where only two sessions were con-
ducted using Skype due to time constraint for researchers and participants. However, 
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thereflectionsofalltheparticipantswereanalysedcarefullytoensureallthenecessary
points were noted for the study. Thus, in future, more in-depth research involving more 
participants and other language skills using Skype sessions could be conducted to get 
more robust data for analysis. 
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